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A major shift occurred in the geopolitical/geostrategic landscape in Europe well before the United Kingdom’s vote to leave the European Union. Russia’s forcible annexation of the Crimean region of Ukraine and its recent assertive military moves, especially in the Baltic area, have led to the most serious crisis in Russian-American/Western relations since the end of the Cold War. So far, no one has suggested a plausible strategy for reversing the annexation of Crimea by Russian president Vladimir Putin or, for that matter, for preventing further Russian encroachments on Ukraine. No one has proposed a forcible military counteraction (neither the United States nor the North Atlantic Treaty Organization [NATO] has a specific commitment to defend Ukraine in any case). In fact, so far neither the Obama administration nor the major European countries have been willing to provide serious military aid to Ukraine. There is absolutely no sign that President Putin considers the costs of economic and other sanctions imposed by the West on Russia as especially problematic.

The obvious question, especially for Eastern Europe, is whether Ukraine is the first step in a new Russian strategy that seeks, among other things, to absorb areas inhabited by ethnic Russians in neighboring states into the Russian Federation. It is all too plausible that President Putin, as a Russian nationalist, ultimately intends to rebuild the Russian Empire. Furthermore, he appears to have devised a so-far-effective strategy and set of tactics for doing so—“ambiguous warfare” (waging war with deniable forces intended to keep the war below the threshold that might trigger outside intervention). Russia’s foreign policy concept calls for protecting the rights and legitimate interests of Russian speakers living outside Russia. However blandly or legalistically phrased, such a policy—under current circumstances—must fill with apprehension Russia’s western neighbors who have significant or large ethnic Russian populations. A further danger is that if the West cannot devise an effective policy, other potentially predatory powers will take note and act. This situation has the potential for becoming a 1931 Manchurian moment, during which the Japanese army invaded and occupied Manchuria, establishing the puppet state of Manchukuo.
The Western powers did nothing other than protest. This event established the precedent that predatory powers could redraw borders by force.

Clearly, the days when the United States and the West could tell themselves that Russia is not an adversary are over. Believing that the United States intends to destabilize Russia and dominate the world, President Putin undoubtedly reached that conclusion a long time ago and has evidently decided that it is more advantageous to be confrontational with the United States and Europe than cooperative. Russia has obviously adopted an assertive policy of saber rattling against its European neighbors, as shown by—among other things—its continuing military buildup, recently expanded air operations, and training exercises in the region. The Great Power peace that has more or less prevailed in Europe since the end of the Cold War may well be over. Now what?

The United States and the rest of NATO have started taking a higher military profile in Eastern Europe. Among other steps, the recent NATO summit in Warsaw has approved the forward deployment of four battalions under American, British, Canadian, and German command in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland. Given the dismal likelihood that these actions are becoming or will become a systemic confrontation, it is time to consider what else might serve to deter further Russian adventurism, especially military threats against NATO’s eastern members. A review of Russian military writings identifies a threat that the Russians take very seriously: that of American and Western conventional airpower.

Modern Air and Space Warfare: The Russian View

Using terms that frequently parallel US Air Force thinking on the subject, since at least the turn of the twenty-first century, authoritative Russian military writings and spokesmen have repeatedly declared that the aerospace sphere, where air and space combine into a single region of armed conflict with no distinct border between the two, is emerging as one of the main—if not the main—centers of warfare, especially among developed states. These Russian experts believe that the side with aerospace superiority will have the initiative in any such wars and that ensuring superiority over the enemy in the aerospace field will be a necessary condition for achieving the objectives of the war. They evaluate that the large-scale outfitting of air forces with high-precision weapons and the qualitative improvement in aircraft; air weapons; and command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) and electronic warfare systems in recent decades have had a profound impact on air warfare, with the following results:

- The air war may be fought over a larger geographic area than previously due to the longer range of weapons and the increased scope of missions performed by aviation.
- Massed air-missile strikes (i.e., strikes by a combination of aircraft and missiles) now constitute the foundation of offensive air operations. A massed air-missile strike will now consist of simultaneous operations using a large number of smaller air elements—sometimes single aircraft—attacking numerous targets
rather than one massive air-missile strike against a single target. This dispersed threat will be more difficult to detect and to stop, especially in the case of Russia because of the country’s geographical features such as long borders, remote areas, and the isolated exclave of Kaliningrad on the Baltic Sea.

- The increased intensity of combat operations has drastically reduced the time needed to execute combat missions “from several hours to a few minutes.”

- “Manifold” growth has occurred in the importance of intelligence, command and control (C2), and information operations. Such operations will involve an integrated, network-centric global C4ISR system with extensive use of space systems to provide intelligence, navigation, and communication support to air operations.

- Growth in the combat potential of air groupings increases the opportunity for tactical surprise, especially in delivering the first air strikes. Specifically, combat operations can start using peacetime deployments without reinforcements, as happened during Operation Desert Fox against Iraq in 1998, and because high-precision weapons can be launched from outside zones monitored by the warning (“information”) assets of the defending side.

- The use of unmanned weapons, especially cruise missiles, has increased.

- Air attacks can be increasingly flexible because of enhanced real-time modification of aircraft and cruise missile attacks en route to the target.

- Electronic warfare will be closely integrated into air operations and will seek not only tactical advantage but also suppression of entire military and political C2 systems, as well as the disruption of economies and societies.

From the Russian perspective, these improvements mean a massive—and constantly increasing (but very exaggerated, this analysis argues)—conventional air threat to Russia. For instance, in 2012 the Russians estimated that in a large-scale war, the Moscow area Central Industrial Region alone would be attacked by 1,500 combat aircraft and 1,000 cruise missiles. The West’s huge force of air- and sea-launched cruise missiles (typical Russian figure from 2014—7,000 missiles) is expected to be the predominant weapon in any massed air-missile attack and is considered particularly threatening. Sometimes these missiles have been estimated to pose an especially dangerous threat to Russian strategic nuclear forces—witness the Russians quoting supposed US projections that America can neutralize 80–90 percent of Russian strategic nuclear deterrence forces.

The Threat: The Western Air Campaign and Its Air Operations

In one of the most comprehensive discussions to date, the late General of the Army Anatoly Kornukov, then commander in chief of the Russian Air Forces (RuAF), declared in 2001 that air campaigns and air operations were and would continue to be the main forms of the employment of foreign air combat power in military conflicts. Russian writings define these terms as follows:
• An air campaign is the sum of several interrelated air operations, united by a common concept of operations and directed at achieving important strategic goals.

• An air operation is the coordinated and concentrated combat operations of joint and combined formations and units, primarily air force and navy strike forces of cruise missiles and aircraft. In these the various types of aviation and air defense forces operate jointly and under single leadership to achieve specific goals.27

Authoritative Russian military writings expect an air campaign, at its most ambitious, to be part of a larger effort that combines military and nonmilitary efforts (especially comprehensive subversion by information operations, special operations forces, and intelligence agencies) to destabilize a government and foment regime change, as those writings claim NATO did in Libya.28 (In 2013 General of the Army Valery Gerasimov, chief of the Russian General Staff, claimed that the Arab Spring was actually “typical of 21st Century warfare” [i.e., it was neither internal nor spontaneous].)29 Such an effort aimed at Russia will intend to attain decisive strategic or operational-strategic objectives, such as forcing Russia to accept the terms of a dictated peace, fomenting regime change in that country through a “color revolution” (a more-or-less peaceful uprising from below that overthrows a dictatorship in the name of democracy, such as happened in the “Orange Revolution” in Ukraine in 2004), or even dismembering the Russian Federation.30 An air campaign may also be used in a more limited regional war, as was the case with Iraq in 1991.

The air campaign will be a joint operation with coordinated objectives conducted according to a single concept and plan. It will consist of air operations involving integrated actions by offensive, defensive, and support forces. The campaign may include a space operation to ensure control of that medium and unhindered use of space systems, as well as an electronic operation using electronic warfare and cyberwar to administer an “electronic knockdown.”31 It may be waged by large combined-arms strategic formations, with air forces predominant, or as an independent operation by air forces alone. These operations will conduct integrated and comprehensive precision strikes against military, political, and economic targets throughout the entire area of a theater of military operations, theater of war, or country.32 They will be conducted using specially organized reconnaissance and strike weapons systems, the foundation of which will be space-based surveillance, navigation, and targeting systems, together with air- and sea-based standoff precision weapons systems.33 The campaign may involve clandestine raids by special operations forces seeking to identify targets before air or missile strikes by stealth aircraft, Tomahawk-carrying nuclear submarines, and other advanced weapon systems.34 Instead of concentrating on one axis of attack (“strategic axis”), attacking weapons are expected to be spread over multiple axes.35

Russian military experts believe that an air campaign targeting Russia will try to establish air supremacy by neutralizing its air and space capability, especially its airfields, aircraft, and aerospace defenses.36 Another key objective, as previously noted, may be a disarming strike with conventional weapons against Russian strategic nuclear forces, a strike that may last only “dozens of minutes.”37 Additional major objectives may include the following:
disrupting state [national government] and military command and control,\textsuperscript{38}  
disrupting mobilization and operational and strategic transportation;\textsuperscript{39} and  
inflicting strategic damage on key military and civilian production complexes—
the most vulnerable and potentially the most critical targets.\textsuperscript{40} Doing so will undermine the country's economy as a whole, as the Russians believe happened in the NATO air campaign against Yugoslavia.\textsuperscript{41}

The enemy may even count on attaining his ultimate military objectives without major destruction of military personnel or the rout of Russia's main military forces—and without committing ground forces or seizing or holding large tracts of territory, as was the case in NATO's operation against Yugoslavia.\textsuperscript{42}

Russian military writings expect that in any NATO air campaign against Russia, a series of offensive air operations ("air offensives" such as the opening phases of the 1991 war against Iraq) will be central. These air offensives will pursue their objectives mainly by attacking targets on the ground and possibly at sea, combined with conducting active space warfare.

Extrapolating from past operations and assertions about unspecified NATO exercises, Russian writings estimate that NATO's primary air bases are within 400–600 kilometers of the Russian Federation's national border.\textsuperscript{43} They expect that NATO will have full access to the Baltic states' supposedly extensive infrastructure for forward staging for the conduct of an air offensive and that NATO will have created adequate logistics support reserves to support aircraft operations. From these bases, they assess that NATO's tactical aviation is capable of attacking Russian and Russian-allied Belarusian armed forces throughout all of Belarus and western Russia.\textsuperscript{44} These writings project two primary variants for the opening of the air campaign:

1. Staging through forward bases. The first massed attack ("air-missile strike") will be conducted with the attacking aircraft taking off from their permanent bases well to the rear. After the initial air-missile strike, they will land to refuel and rearm at the airfields of the Eastern European countries and the Baltic States, conduct a second massed attack, and then return to their permanent bases to prepare for subsequent massed attacks.\textsuperscript{45}

2. Launching from forward bases. A significant portion of the aircrews, support personnel, and equipment used to conduct the first massed attack will deploy to airfields in the Baltic States and Eastern European countries before the war. They will then conduct their massed attack from the forward airfields.\textsuperscript{46}

The first operation of any NATO air campaign would establish air superiority, disrupt state and military C2, and fracture the deployment of armed forces. Its is expected to last five to seven days, depending on the targets, the distinctive nature of the strategic axis (in this case, the Western strategic axis), and the resulting situation.\textsuperscript{47}

Russian analysts project that on the first day, NATO would conduct two massed air-missile strikes. Most sorties (up to 70 percent) would be allocated to gaining air superiority, with the rest allocated for air support of ground troops.\textsuperscript{48} On the second day of air operations, Russian writers expect one or two massed aircraft-missile strikes designed to gain air superiority (up to 50 percent of sorties), provide direct
air support (up to 30 percent), and isolate the combat operations area (up to 20 percent). Projections for the third day are for one massed aircraft-missile strike that would isolate the combat area (up to 70 percent) and maintain air superiority (up to 30 percent) (see the table below).  

Table. Projected apportionment of air-missile strikes during opening phases of first air operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Number of massed strikes</th>
<th>Percent air superiority</th>
<th>Percent support ground troops</th>
<th>Percent isolate battlefield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Up to 70</td>
<td>Up to 30</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>Up to 50</td>
<td>Up to 30</td>
<td>Up to 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Up to 30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Up to 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the first offensive air operation, NATO air forces are projected to transition to what the Russians call “systematic combat operations,” which are intended to carry out “suddenly or sequentially emerging missions of varying scale.” One of these missions would continue attacks to disrupt C2 and demoralize personnel. The conduct of subsequent air operations would be determined by the degree to which the goals of the first offensive air operation had been realized and would be coordinated with the operations of ground and naval forces. Second and subsequent air operations would have the following objectives: destroy troop concentrations in the theater of military operations, destroy communications centers and military-industrial facilities, and support ground troops. The Russians project that the total air campaign against Russia would take 35–40 days.

Potential Russian Responses

If Russia is threatened with or subjected to major conventional aerospace attack, Moscow is likely to perceive that it has two main options for response. If it were certain that enemy forces were about to attack the homeland, it could launch a pre-emptive strike or even a preventive war. Hopefully, it will be difficult to obtain political permission to do so, but as this article later discusses, that possibility cannot be ruled out. If Russia does not preempt, the alternative is to attempt to destroy enough attackers to neutralize the effects of the attack. This action would involve what Russia defines as a defensive strategic air operation—an “air defensive” operation—during which the main, and possibly the only, effort involves engaging and defeating an enemy in the course of his air strikes. During such an operation, the primary missions of the RuAF include the following:

- Repelling the first surprise air-missile strike to permit the mobilization and strategic deployment of the Russian armed forces and the transition of the Russian government to a wartime footing. Air defense of Russia and allied territory—especially Belarus—will be critical for absorbing and defeating the attack. Forces available at the start of hostilities should conduct this defense. Priority will be given to protecting nuclear retaliatory capability, the highest levels of government and military C2, economic installations, and state infrastructure.
• Inflicting damage on the enemy’s main body by coordinated operations of defensive forces against offensive aerospace weapons in flight (en route, on trajectories, in orbits) and against strike forces throughout the enemy’s basing system, including aircraft carriers and enemy command centers inside as well as outside the area of direct conflict. The Russians call this action “offensive defense.”

• Providing air cover and air support for defensive military operations to repel invasions by enemy land and naval forces.

• Supplying air cover and air support for ground units to support their seizure of the strategic initiative by conducting defensive and counteroffensive operations.

As a final deterrent, the Russians reserve the right to use nuclear weapons first if they judge that the existence of the Russian state is under threat from conventional attack. Making this prospect even more ominous is that Russian military doctrine includes the concept that a limited nuclear strike can be used to force an enemy to “de-escalate” an attack.

The Present and Future of Russian Air and Space Defense

Despite Russians’ claims of a massive and rapidly growing threat, their efforts to counter it have actually been fairly modest. Historically, Russia (and before 1991, the Soviet Union) has put one of its highest military priorities on active defense of the homeland; furthermore, development and maintenance of an efficient and effective air, missile, and space defense force have been a key Russian military requirement. However, the military and economic aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union had a devastating impact on Russia’s military capabilities, and the country phased out many of its air and air defense systems. Only as Russia’s economy began recovering during the last decade has the nation started to rebuild its military, including modernizing air defenses.

Russia’s air defense system has many problem areas. (Press reports vary on Moscow’s assessment of its present capability system to repel a large-scale aerospace attack, and although some reports are optimistic, most are not.) However, one should not underestimate that system. Moscow still maintains the most comprehensive integrated air defense in the world, remaining a world leader in the development and production of air defense systems, including radars, missiles, guns, and control systems. Its individual systems, especially surface-to-air missiles (SAM), remain very formidable. Although the Russian strategic SAM force continues to be based primarily on updated Soviet legacy systems—mostly the SA-10 and -20—the military is steadily deploying new SAMs, especially the S-400/SA-21 Growler. Two new systems, the S-350 Vityaz and the S-500, are in development. The deployment of new or upgraded fighters and interceptors for Russia’s air units has also gradually increased in recent years. Although major procurement of the fifth-generation PAK-FA/T-50 has been delayed for several years, the RuAF continues to procure other modern aircraft, including an order for 50 more of the very formidable Su-35S, reported in early 2016. We should expect that, over time, ongoing force modernization and realignments—such as Russia’s reorganization of its air forces and the air
and space defense force into an entirely new structure in 2015, along with readiness improvements as demonstrated by its intervention in Syria—will correct many deficiencies and result in steadily more capable defenses. Whether doing so will be enough to change Russians’ view of the threat situation remains to be seen—after all, we are dealing with people who may well believe that NATO actually can attack the Moscow area with 1,500 combat aircraft and that the United States is expanding its network of military-biological laboratories in the countries around Russia. In spite of these upgrades, if Moscow continues to perceive itself as unable to successfully combat a large-scale enemy aerospace attack, ultimately it will remain dependent on the threat of nuclear escalation to deter or repel such a strike.

**Conclusions and Implications**

The Russian threat model is clearly based on the Western air campaigns in Iraq and Yugoslavia—campaigns in which forward bases were available, air units could forward-deploy prior to the start of hostilities, and the air campaign was meticulously prepared in advance. This set of circumstances is unlikely to be repeated in any conflict with Russia. If anything, in any such conflict, the overwhelming likelihood will be that the United States and NATO will respond in desperate haste to a Russian initiative—that is, for us, it will be a come-as-you-are war. Further, when we consider Russia’s obvious overestimation of Western capabilities, reflected in its conception of an anti-Russia air campaign, it is clear that the massive aerial threat from the United States and NATO perceived by Russian writings is based far more on illusion than fact. In actuality they face much less of an aerospace threat than they claim.

Certainly, the Russians have great, even exaggerated, respect for American and Western aerospace power, and they expect that power to increase as the United States and NATO deploy improved systems, such as the F-35; larger amounts of existing equipment, especially cruise missiles; and future weapons, such as ballistic missile defense and “prompt global strike systems.” (In 2012 Prime Minister Putin went so far as to claim that the United States was seeking a monopoly on survivability.) Further exacerbating the Russians’ concern is fear of Western technological superiority and the possibility that Western technological surprise may render their defenses obsolete. This apprehensiveness is the product of a worst-case analysis, but what matters is that the Russians believe their perceptions and that these perceptions are likely to mean stability in some circumstances coupled with the potential for great danger in others. In circumstances that make Russian-American relations stable and reasonably businesslike, threat perceptions are largely irrelevant. Unfortunately, we may not encounter such circumstances for the foreseeable future. When tension builds, the perceived threat of Western conventional aerospace superiority might serve as a deterrent. In a crisis, however, if the Russians believe they are facing a use-it-or-lose-it situation—especially with their nuclear weapons—it might prompt them to move first, especially if perceived Western aerospace conventional superiority is coupled to what the Russians believe is an effective US ballistic missile defense system. Although the new Russian military doctrine
reportedly talks about nonnuclear deterrence, this fundamental situation is unlikely to change for many years. However, the likelihood of such a crisis is actually low. For a start, the potential for ambiguous warfare against the members of NATO adjacent to Russia is much less than in Ukraine. Since they are members, that organization’s security guarantees apply. Second, NATO will forward-deploy deterrent trip-wire forces there, thus decreasing the risk of both deliberate and opportunistic Russian intervention. Third, NATO members have coherent governments capable of resisting subversion (an Estonian general remarked that the way to deal with “little green men” [Russian soldiers whom Russia denies are there] is to “shoot the first one to appear.” Finally, if such a crisis occurs, it will undoubtedly be at Putin’s initiative. Consequently, he can accept as much or as little risk as he wants, and, as has happened in Ukraine, he can dial tensions down as well as up. Unfortunately, since we are dealing with a Russian leader who sees intent, malice, and organization where he should see confusion and incoherence and who perceives threats where none exist, this situation retains the potential for dangerous miscalculation.
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